**Stainless Steel**

- **ZXL TAPPING™**: Metal to metal to wood sharp point.
- **SS™**: Metal to aluminum to wood sharp point.
- **ZXL™**: ZAMAC zinc-aluminum alloy molded head.

**Replacement**

- **#10 TAPPING**: Metal to metal to wood sharp point replacement.
- **#17 TAPPING**: ZXL tapping in a #14 diameter self-drill point replacement.

**Low Profile**

- **ECLIPSE™**: 3/16" Tapping in a #14 diameter self-drill point replacement.

**Metal to Metal Fastening and Sealing System**

- **MAXX™**: 35 Powder Coat Colors
  - 5/16" Cupped Head with Encapsulated EPDM Washer
  - #12 with Self Drill Point
  - Metal to Metal Self Drill up to 0.210 thickness

- **ZXL™**: 35 Powder Coat Colors
  - ZAMAC Molded No Red Rust Head with Encapsulated EPDM Washer
  - #12 with Self Drill Point
  - Metal to Metal Self Drill up to 0.210 thickness

**Heavy Gauge**

- **ZXL™ HG**: Metal to metal self-drill up to .300" steel thickness.

**Low Profile**

- **ECLIPSE™**: 3/16" Tapping in a #14 diameter self-drill point replacement.

- **ZXL™ ZXL HG**: ZXL HG 5/16" CHWH ZAMAC zinc-aluminum alloy molded head.

**ZXL HG™**: Metal to metal self-drill up to .210" steel thickness.

**BUILT STRONG THROUGH INNOVATION**
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